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Abstract: 

Text mining is a process of extracting information of interest, from the text. In here, 

we applied text mining methods to extract causal patterns from the maritime accident 

reports collected from the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB). These 

causal patterns from the accident reports provide information on various mechanisms 

behind accidents. These include human and organisational concepts. A careful and 

manual investigation of causal patterns extracted from the reports provided 

opportunity to collect a list of concepts present in an accident according to the 

investigation. In this paper we discuss the statistics of the accidents that are caused by 

the list of concepts that were collected in this research work and also apply Self 

Organising Maps for visualization.  
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1.Introduction 

Text mining is an emerging technology that can be used to augment existing data in any 

textual databases by making unstructured text data available for analysis [4]. Text mining 

is a process of extracting information of interest from the text. Such a method includes 

techniques from various areas, e.g. Information Retrieval (IR) [12], Natural Language 

Processing (NLP), and Information Extraction (IE) [8]. In this paper, text mining 

methods are applied to extract causal patterns from the maritime accident investigation 

reports collected from the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB1) web pages. 

MAIB examines and investigates all types of maritime accidents to or on board United 

Kingdom (UK) ships worldwide, and other ships in UK territorial waters. These reports 

consist of a narrative and analysis of the circumstances relating to the accident, written in 

natural language.  

According to Grech and Horberry [1], causal patterns are one of the fundamental 

reasoning that is necessary for decision making. These causal patterns from the accident 

reports provide information on various mechanisms behind accidents. Unfortunately, in 

the maritime field no standard reporting formats exist and data collection from the 

textual reports is a laborious task. Text mining provides a means for efficient and 

informative scanning of accident cases of interest without reading the actual report. 

Therefore, text mining in this context is seen as a useful tool in building understanding 

on accidents and their influencing concepts. Analysis in this paper is limited to 

groundings, collisions, machinery failures and fire with the objective to enable analyzing 

maritime accident investigation reports by means of extracting concepts and patterns, 

describing the human and organizational elements in accidents. A careful investigation 

of accident reports provides opportunity to improve and manage safety in the future [3].  

Louise Francis et al. [6] applied text mining methods on two text databases, a road 

accident description and survey databases. They extracted new variables from the 

unstructured text which later used for predicting the likelihood of attorney involvement 

and the severity of claims. Text mining also identified interesting themes in the 

responses of the survey data. Thus, useful information that would not otherwise be 

available was derived from both the databases using text mining methods. Yiu, [9] 

investigated and validated a novel text mining methodology for occupational accident 

analysis and prevention. He also suggested that adoption of text mining analysis is 

                                                        
1 http://www.maib.gov.uk/ 
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probably most feasible for large organisations that can more easily absorb the labour-

intensive steps required to conduct the most meaningful text mining analysis of 

occupational injury data. Another paper by Zheng et al. [10] used a text data mining 

technique called attribute reduction from accident reports to extract most frequent factors 

which were considered as the reasons leading to human errors in ship accidents. A paper 

by Artana et al [4] developed and evaluated software using text mining algorithms for 

encountering marine hazards. This essential risk management system, covered both, 

organizational and human resources. A paper by Tirunagari et al. [8] used NLP methods 

to cluster the maritime accident reports. The results show that a new report could be 

classified as a particular type of accident based on the causal relations extracted from the 

text. 

The literature suggests that, text mining could be applied on accident investigation 

reports. However, application of text mining is a complex task as it involves dealing with 

the text data which are very unstructured and fuzzy [8]. Moreover, there are quite a few 

challenges when dealing with accident reports. The reports are written in the natural 

language with no standard template. Misspellings and abbreviations are often found. 

Detecting of multi words such as "safety culture", "spirit status", etc are difficult 

because, which multi word is of greater importance is not known. The words "safety" 

and "culture" have a different meaning when considered as different words, but has a 

completely different meaning when considered as a single word. Therefore, context and 

semantics also play an important role in text mining. Limitations with regard to the 

experiments in this paper are explained in the section 6. 

In this paper, we extract few concepts that are present in the accident investigation 

reports. Later, these causal patterns may be utilized, e.g. in constructing causal Bayesian 

networks for risk management [2]. The objectives of this paper are as follows: 

 To extract causal relations from the maritime accident investigation reports. 

 To extract concepts involved in the accident investigation reports. 

 To link the concepts to the type of accident. 

 

2.Causal Relations 

A causal relation is usually a sentence consisting of a reason and a result phrase. Reason 

is the cause and result is the effect or impact of the cause.  These relations are usually 

connected by a transition or conjunction [19, 20].  Table-I shows the terms which serve 
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as a transition from one sentence to the next. Transition introduces an effect of situation 

in a causal sentence. The examples here are taken from the grammar-quizzes2 website. 

 

CAUSE (REASON) TRANSITION EFFECT (RESULT) 

She had no other 

options. 

Consequently,  she married at 

thirteen.  

She was not 

protected. 

As a result,  she had a baby at 

thirteen.  

She had no access to 

health education or 

medical clinics. 

Therefore,  she was more likely 

to get HIV. 

There was poor 

sanitation in the 

village. 

As a 

consequence,  

she had health 

problems.  

The water was 

impure in her village. 

For this reason, she suffered from 

parasites. 

She had no shoes, 

warm clothes or 

blankets. 

For all these 

reasons,  

she was often cold. 

She had no resources 

to grow food.(land, 

seeds, tools) 

Thus, she was hungry.  

She had not been 

given a chance, 

so she was fighting for 

survival.   

Table I: Cause (reason) and effect (result) with transition. 

 

In the Table-

Conjunction introduces a cause (reason) for the situation stated in the other clause.   

 

 

 

 

                                                        
2 http://www.grammar-quizzes.com/19-2.html 
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EFFECT 

(RESULT) 

CONJUNCTION CAUSE (REASON) 

She married at 

thirteen 

because  she had no other options.  

She had a baby at 

thirteen 

as  she was not protected.  

She was more likely 

to get HIV 

since  she had no access to health 

education.  

She had health 

problems 

because of   poor sanitation in the village.  

She suffered from 

parasites 

on account of  the impure water in her village.  

She was often cold due to  not having shoes, warm clothes or 

blankets. 

She was hungry for the reason 

that  

she had no resources to grow 

food. 

She was fighting for 

survival 

since  she had not been given a chance.   

Table II:Effect (result) and cause (reason) with conjunction. 

 

Girju et al. [21] extracted causal relations which included verb phrases. They classified 

the verb phrases present in causal relations in to four categories: 1) Low ambiguity and 

high frequency (LAHF). 2) Low ambiguity and low frequency (LALF). 3) High 

ambiguity and low frequency (HALF). 4) High ambiguity and high frequency (HAHF). 

ambiguity. Table-III shows causal relations with verb phrases. Here the verb phrase 

are used in the active form. 
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CAUSE (REASON) VERB PHRASE EFFECT (RESULT) 

Poor childhood 

education 

causes illiteracy. 

Poor childhood 

education 

results  in illiteracy. 

Table III: Cause (reason) and effect (result) with verb phrases 

 

In Table-

cause may be used in the 

 

 

EFFECT (RESULT) VERB PHRASE CAUSE (REASON) 

Illiteracy is caused  by poor childhood 

education.  

Illiteracy results / is 

resulted by  

from poor childhood 

education.  

Table IV: Effect (result) and cause (reason) with verb phrases. 

 

3.Self Organising Maps 

Self Organizing Map (SOM) introduced by Kohonen [5] is an unsupervised [23] neural 

network method which has both clustering [8, 11, 12, 13] and visualization properties. In 

-

'unsupervised' [24] or 'reinforced' [26]. The distinction is drawn from how the learner 

classifies data. In supervised algorithms, the classes are predetermined. These classes can 

be conceived of as a finite set, previously arrived at by a human. The machine learner's 

task is to search for patterns and construct mathematical models. These models then are 

evaluated on the basis of their predictive capacity in relation to measures of variance in 

the data itself [25]. Decision tree induction, naive Bayes, etc are examples of supervised 

learning techniques [25]. Unsupervised learners are not provided with classifications. In 

fact, the basic task of unsupervised learning is to develop classification labels 

automatically. Unsupervised algorithms seek out similarity between pieces of data in 

order to determine whether they can be characterized as forming a group [25]. SOM can 

be considered as an algorithm that maps a high dimensional data space, to a lower 
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dimension, generally 2 to 3 dimensions, called a map. This projection enables the input 

 

 

4.Document Representation 

Vector Space Model (VSM) is a classical approach applied on text documents to obtain a 

matrix of numbers [18].  The vector space model is based on linear algebra and treats 

documents as vectors of numbers, containing values corresponding to occurrence of 

words (also called terms) in respective documents [18]. Let t be size of the terms set, and 

n be the size of the documents set. Then, all documents Di, i=1, ,n may be represented 

as t-dimensional vectors: where coefficients aik represent the values of term k 

occurrences with in document Di  [18]. Thus both documents and terms form a term-

document matrixA(n×t). Rows of this matrix represent documents, and columns 

represent term vectors. Let us assume that position aik is set equal to 1, when term k 

appears in document i hen for example 

documents collection corresponding to a query "king" we could create a corresponding 

term-document matrix. 

Documents set: 

 D1: The King University College 

 D2: King College Site Contents 

 D3: University of King College 

 D4: King County Bar Association 

 D5: King County Government Seattle Washington 

 D6: Martin Luther King 

Terms set: The, King, University, College, Site, Contents, of, County, Bar, Association, 

Government, Seattle, Washington, Martin, Luther 
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Doc/Term Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!Error!

D1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D3 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

D5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

D6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Table V:Term-document matrix. 

 

in D6.   

The Linear algebra as the basis of the model is a merit [18]. After transforming 

documents to vectors linear algebraic mathematical operations can be easily applied. 

Simple, efficient data structures may be used to store data. Representation of documents 

in the vector space model is very simple. However, often these vectors are sparse, i.e. 

most of contained values are equal to 0. Hence, sparse vectors could be used to save 

memory and time. 

In basic vector space model, only occurrence of terms in documents is of importance and 

their order is not considered. It is the main reason why this approach is often 

criticized [14, 15], as the information about the proximity between words (their context 

in sentence) is not utilized. Consider for example two documents: one containing a 

phrase "White House", which has a very specific meaning, and another containing a 

sentence "A white car was parked near the house" Treating documents simply as sets of 

terms we only know that words "white" and "house" occur in both documents, although 

their context there is completely different. However, this problem can be easily by 

supplementing this model, using phrases in addition to terms in document vectors, as 

described in [16, 17].  
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5.Data And Experiments 

 

5.1.Data 

investigation 

4 types of accidents with 135 documents as shown in the Table VI.  

Accident Type Documents 

Collisions 55 

Groundings 44 

Machinery failures 21 

Fire 15 

Total 135 

Table VI: Document Collection 

 

5.2.Experiment 

As a preprocessing step, the document collection is parsed from pdf to text files. 

Puntuation symbols are then removed and the text is converted to a lower case.  Using 
3 the sentences which contains the transitions, conjunctions and 

verb phrases listed in Table I, Table  II, Table  III and Table IV are collected.  A accident 

report typically consists of 60 pages. The causal relations extracted from a report is on 

average 10 sentences. Hence a 60 page report is transformed to a half page text 

document. Some example causal relations extracted from a single 60 pages report, are as 

follows:  

 

that the master misinterpreted the lights he saw. Consequently, his alteration to 

starboard to keep clear of Admiral Blake only served to reduce an already small 

CPA, thereby exacerbating the close-  

 

any other way. Consequently they had limited warning to prepare for, or react to, 

 

 

the fire was able to dev  
                                                        

3 http://linux.die.net/man/1/grep 
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hotwork on the  

 

forces acting on the hull. Therefore, control of Arold was lost and a collision with 

 

A total of 1775 causal relations are collected out of 135 accident investigation reports. A 

total of 19 concepts are generated manually after carefully reading the extracted causal 

relations. The manually generated concepts are as follows: "tiredness", "confusion", 

"background-noise", "labour-relationship", "bad-light", "health", "chemical", "alcohol", 

"traffic", "awareness", "visibility", "electrical", "fuel", "information", "fatigue", 

"machine-fault", "speed", "bad-weather" and "equipment". The causal relations are then 

given as an input to a NLTK-Python program. Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK4) is a 

leading platform for building Python5 programs to work with human language data. This 

program extracts nouns and adjectives, a total  of 6547 words.  These words are 

compared with the 19 concepts based on the NLTK word-net6 similarity. The words 

which have 60% or more similarity with the concept are replaced by the concept itself in 

the extracted causal relations. Few example words replaced with the concepts are  listed  

in the Table-VII. Using these concepts, the document-term matrix is constructed, which 

is then given as an input to the SOM program7. The SOM program outputs a text 

visualization map of concepts and its involvement with the accidents. In this experiment 

we have chosen 5X5 SOM grid for visualization. The entire experimental procedure is 

shown as a flow chart in Figure 1. 

Word Concept 

abuse labour-relationship 

acetone chemical 

acceleration speed 

arc-flash electrical 

asphyxia fatigue 

                                                        
4 http://nltk.org/ 
5 http://www.python.org/ 
6 http://nltk.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/howto/wordnet.html 
7 http://www.cis.hut.fi/somtoolbox/ 
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blackout visibility 

brake equipment 

buckling machine-fault 

deterioration health 

diesel fuel 

smoking awareness 

Table VII: Words that are replaced by concepts 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow chart showing the experiment procedure 

 

6.Results And Discussions 

-
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collisions, groundings, machinery failures and fire accidents respectively. The colour bar 

in the map shows the correlation between the concept and the accident type. From the 

and grounding accidents. The darker the gray colour in the SOM map the more frequent 

is concept within the accident investigation reports.   

  

 

accident types C,G and how frequent the concept is involved within the accidents (C: 

collision, G: grounding, F: fire, M: machinery failure). 

 

concept is highly correlated with machinery failures 

-

a concept involved in 

collisions and groundings in the analyzed accident investigation reports. 

Figure 4, shows the concepts and their involvement in the four major accidents type. The 

larger font in the figure conveys the importance of the concept to the particular type of 

sion, 

grounding, fire and machinery failure, though it is strongly correlated to machinery 

-

grounding accidents. The importance of the concept is determined by the frequency of its 

occurrence in the accident investigation reports.  

Figure 5 shows the contribution of concepts in the four major accidents type investigated 

in this paper. 44% of the concepts are involved in collisions, 38% in groundings, 10% in 
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machinery failures and 8% involved in fire accidents for the analyzed accident 

investigation reports.   

 
Figure3: SOM maps showing how different concepts correlate with the accident type and 
how frequent the concepts are within the accidents (C: collision, G: grounding, F: fire, 

M: machinery). 
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.  

Figure 4: Venn diagram showing the concepts and their involvement in the four major 
accidents type 

 
Figure 6, reveals the frequency of concepts present in the accident investigation reports. 

Frequency here means number of occurrences of a concept with in all the accident 

investigation reports.  

 

 
Figure 5: Doughnut chart showing the contribution of concepts in the four major 

accidents. 
 

-

with more than 100 occurrences.  

The result in this section contradicts the western researche

ofthe marine accidents are related to the human error [30].  A report issued by USCG 

stated that between 75 96% of marine casualties are caused at least in part by some form 
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of human error [27]. Esbensen et al. [29] in their report stated that 43% of the accidents 

reported to the U.S. Coast Guard cite human error as the primary cause. The authors also 

stated that actual figure of incidents involving human error may be as high as 80%. 

Wagenaar et al. [28] analyzed 100 accidents from the Dutch Shipping Council between 

1982 and 1985 and cited 2,250 causes for the accidents. The authors have also stated that 

in 96 of 100 cases, the people involved could have prevented the accident; however they 

were rarely caused by just one human error [30]. 

 

 
Figure 6: Bar chart showing the concepts in accidents and their frequencies in the 

analysed MAIB investigation reports 
 

Schröder-Hinrichs et al. [22] investigated 41 accident investigation reports of fire in 

machinery spaces using HFACS as analysis tool. Their investigation revealed that 

technical failures were more dominating in the marine accidents than human factors. 

Their paper also pointed out that accident investigation reports only present a limited 

number of all facts gathered during an accident investigation. The results in this paper 

- -

occur more frequently in the analyzed marine accident reports which are not related to 

any human errors.  Hence within these results the technical failures and bad-weather are 

by far the most dominating concepts. 

Experiments using text mining in this regard has some limitations as well. The word 

0 200 400 600 
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lack of electricity and it also means alcohol-related amnesia, where a person loses his 

memory. This rises an ambiguity to what concept it should be linked. Hence, the use of 

concept or an 

be applied to analyse the causal relations. A concept should be mined if it has a positive 

sentiment with regard to the context. 

 

7.Conclusion 

This study shows the significance of text mining methods in order to infer useful 

information from marine accident investigation reports. The results obtained using SOM 

analysis provide a good understanding of the causal concepts by showing the underlying 

correlations within different accident types investigated in this paper. The results in this 

paper reveals, concepts s -

the rest of  the concepts with more than 100 occurrences.  Technical concepts such as 

ine-

dominating concepts in the analyzed accident investigation reports. We hope this 

research will provide a starting point for developing effective tools and methodologies 

for identifying human and organizational concepts present in the accident investigation 

reports. 
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